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Questions We Answer
1.

If I sign with my baby before she learns to speak won’t it
delay her ability to speak?

2.

Can babysign help my child when he has started talking?

3.

Is it too early to start signing? When is the best time to start
signing with my baby?

4.

When will my baby start to sign?

5.

Can using babysign really stop tantrums?

6.

Isn't sign language for deaf children?

7.

Why should I choose babysign over other baby sensory
classes?

Key Question 1
If I sign with my baby before she learns to speak
won’t it stop her talking?

Please don’t worry at all about this! A baby is
compelled to speak in the same way that much as we
might wish them to stay babies they are compelled to
crawl and walk.
The beauty of babysign© is that your baby’s
vocabulary will actually be increased. When you sign
to your baby you will say the word too and that way
your baby will hear the word and see it too and will
become more confident in talking.

Key Question 2
Can babysign help my child when he
has started talking?
Teaching your child to sign once he can speak
is beneficial in several ways. It gives the child
confidence particularly when a word is a bit
tricky to pronounce. It’s also helpful when it’s
something a child finds something awkward to
discuss. I have seen older children who have got
themselves in trouble and feel backed in a
corner yet unable to say sorry.
It is often easier to sign the word then say it
although the meaning is genuine. When a child
learns to sign the alphabet it has been shown
that they recognize the written alphabet more
easily and also become more accomplished,
earlier readers. The benefits go on and on!

Key Question 3
Is it too early to start signing? When is the best
time to start signing with my baby?

We would suggest that you start signing with your baby as
soon as you can. The earlier the better. We know that babies
have incredible peripheral vision and can see you signing even
when you think they’re not watching you.
Although your daughter won’t sign back for a few months she
will be taking in what you sign to her and you will be
stimulating her brain and putting into place the building blocks
for a bright future.

Key Question 4
When will my baby start to sign?
You won’t be surprised to hear that this is a tricky one
to answer! When I first started teaching 14 years ago
babies tended to sign from between 10 months to a
year. In classes today babies are regularly signing
from anywhere between 4 months and 10 months.
Some will be later but we tend to find that those
babies will wait and keep mum on tenterhooks and
then suddenly sign everything in an explosion of
signing!

Key Question 5
Can using babysign really stop tantrums?
The simple answer to this is YES! When your baby is
able to sign it seems to have a magical effect as
they are able to let you know what they want. Of
course this isn’t always what you want. I remember
my youngest wanting a dummy. We were out at a
large family event and I didn’t want her to have her
dummy.
She must have signed ‘dummy’ to me 20 times until
in the end, after she had added a ‘please’ I couldn’t
take it and had to relent. If she hadn’t been able to
sign she couldn’t have told me. After a couple of
minutes I took the dummy away again and she was
happy with that. No tantrums in front of the family
although I’m not sure if I won that or my year old
daughter!

Key Question 6
Isn't sign language for deaf children?

Yes, but it was noticed many years ago that deaf children
acquired signing skills at a much earlier stage than their
hearing peers acquired speech.
Once signing was introduced to hearing children it was found
that their spoken vocabulary was much larger than their non
signing peers and that their IQ levels were increased.

Key Question 7
Why should I choose babysign over
other baby sensory classes?
babysign uses signs from vocabulary in British
Sign Language (BSL) and is a tried and tested
method of communicating with your baby. Our
classes include some sensory aspects but
primarily you will learn how to sign with your
baby.
You will also be learning how to sign for
yourself. Many classes for babies do not require
much input from parents but with babysign you
will be stimulating your baby’s mind but also
your own.
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